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?""p.leveJs in Si-doped MBE [n"Al1-"As (x=0.39-0.61) layers were systematically investigated
for the first time 

-Uy PI-TS measuiements and PL m-easurements, changing the altoy
composition. TWo kinds of deep electron traps, EL and E2 werc observed for all the alloy
compositions. From the observed dependence of trap level position on the alloy composition,
observed traps_were not DX-center-like donors-but most probably normal deep- donors
associated with f-band.

s-r-9-5

growth temperature, the growth rate and the V/[II beam
equivalent pressure ratio were 520"C, 0.7-L0pm/h
corresponding to the InAs mole fraction, x, and about
100, respectively. Aluminum metal was in -situ
deposited on these In"Alr*As surfaces by using the Al
k-cell equipped in the same MBE chamber in order to
prevent the epitaxial layers from oxidation. The
Schottky electrode whose diameter was 540pm was
fabricated by photolithography and wet chemically
etching with sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The Al metal
of the samples for PL measurement was also etched
with NaOH.
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l.Introduction

In"Alr-rAs is the most important barrier and buffer
material for InP based electric and optoelectronic
devices. However, no systematic study has so far been
mad-e og dee_p levels present in In*Alr_*As except few
works [1-3] done only on the composition laltice-
matched to [nP (x=0.52).

Tfe puqpose of this paper is to investigate deep
levels in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)-giown Sil
doped In"Al1-"As epitaxial layers by deep level
transient spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements and
photoluminescence (PL) measurements, changing the
alloy composition. From DLTS measurement, two
kinds of deep traps, EL 'and E2 werc observed for all the
4loy compositions in the samples studied in this paper.
The energy position of the E1 trap obtained by DffS
measurement was in excellent agreement with one
obtained by PL measurement. From the observed
dependence of the trap level position on the alloy
compositign, it is concluded that these observed trap-s
are not DX-center-like donors but most probably
normal deep donors associated with f-band.

2. Sample structure

Al! samples in this study were grown by
conventional MBE technique. The sample slructure ii
shown in'Fig. 1. It consisted of Ins.52Als.asAs buffer
layer latlice-matched to (001) InP iubstiate, gradual
compositional [n"Alr_"As buffer layer, and In*Al1_"As
epit_axial layer without strain successiveiy.-ftre
thicknesses of each layers were 200-400nm, ZOO-
300nm and I.2-L.6pm, respectively. For all samples,
the reflective high, electron energy diffraction (RHEEO)
pattern was streak during the growth of the top layer
and the surface morphology was mirror-likb. The
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Fig. 1. Schematic sample structure.



For all samples, the_Si-dgping density was kept in
the range of 0.9j1.1x1017 cm-3. th-e dopin! density was
checked by C-V canier profiling and was found to be
uniform from the Schotlky interface into a depth of
800nm.

The alloy composition of the In*Alt-*As was
adjusted by group-Illbeam flux ratio calibrated by.the
peiiod of RHEED intensity oscillation. The actual alloy
bompositions were further checked by X-ray diffraction
(XRb) measurement as shown in Fig. 2. As seen in this
iigure, it was found that the alloy composition was well
controlled in our MBE system.

respectively. Figure 3 shows examples-of observed
DUrs specfra inlhe case of trlt2 = 4ms/L6ms' As seen

in Fig. 3, two kinds of electrriniraps, EL and E2 were
clearTy seen. The E1 trap density was found to be
almosi constant for all the alloy composition
investigated in this study and its value was about L-
2xL01s 

-.tn-', whereas the'E? trap density increased with
the increase of the AlAs mole fraction.

PL measurement was done at 30K in the detection
wavelength range of 0.55-1.80pr,m using Arr laser (1, =
514.5nri'') and Ge photodetector.-Figure 4.shows the
observed'Pl spectra in the case of the sample with x =
0.43. As you can seen in this figure, f-our peaks were
detected by PL measurement, including band edge
emission fiom InAtAs and InP. One peak detected as

EPL in Fig. 4 seems to be due to a deep trap in the
InAlAs epftaxial layer. The broad peak *!iq!t exists in
0.7-l.L eV appears to be due to defect in InP substrate

[4]. These pda-ks were also observed in other samples
witn aimerent alloy compositions.
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Fig.Z.Actual xora, of InAlAs determined
bv XRD measurement.

3. Deep levels in In,a{lr-*As

DLTS measurements were made using the
temperatute scan range of,2O-330K, the reverse bias
voltage of -0.5 to -1.5V the pulse width of Lms and the
rate window, ttltz of Lms/4ms to 4ms/16ms,
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Fig. 3. Examples of DLIS spectra
in Si-doped MBE InAlAs for different x"*.

Fig. 4. PL spectra at 30K in Si-doped Ins.53Alo.+rAs-

Figure 5 summarizes Arrhenius plots of the
observed deep level traps in Si-doped MBE
Ins.r2Alr..sAs latlice-matched to InP, including the data
obt'ained 6y other groups [1-3]. As shown in Fig. 5, the
EL and E2 trap levels were located at 0.07 and 0.40 eV
below the conduction band minimum, respectively.
These results were in good agreement with the results
obtained by Hoenow et al. [1] and Hong et aL [2], but
not agreement with the results obtained by Luo et
aI.[3].- -The 

observed alloy composition dependence of
the deep trap levels is summarized in Fig. 6. It was
found tliat both of 81 and E2 levels slowly moved into
deeper position with the increase of the AlAs mole
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Fig. 7. Deep-level diagram taking Eno as the reference.

4. Summary

. Deep levels in Si-doped In,Al,_*As epitaxial
layels_gjown by conventionU Unn wdr6 inveitigated
b-y DITS me_asurements and pL measuremEnts,
{rygiog the alloy composition for x=0.39-0.6j.. From
DLIS measurement, two kinds of deep electron traps,
F1 -4 E2, were observed for all the alby compositidns
investigated. The EL trap density *as aimost'constant
for all th.r 

"{|gV 
composition, while the E2 trap density

increased with the increase of the ALAs mole^fractiori.
The pl Erp was_also observed by pL measurement, but
not the g? jt_up. It is concluded that these observed traps
are not DX-center-like donors but they are most
probably normal deep donors associated with f-band.
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Fig. 9.Arrhenius pto_ts of El" and.p2 fraps in Si-doped
MBE In"Alr_*As for various alloy compositions.

fraction of the llAlr_"4s epitaxia! layer. The energy
position o{ the El irai bbtairied by Dtis measurement
is in excellent agreement with fhat of tnr npr peak
obtained by PL measurement. This shows that thb E1
trap- was a radiative center. However, the pL emission
geak^corresponding to the EZ trap ievel detected btulr s measurement was not detected by pL
measurement for all samples. This means either thatEl
trap is non-radiative or that it is radiative but its
gmissiolfguk is buried below other stronger peak
because E2 has smaller concentration.

- The energy positions of the E1 and E2 traps are
plotted in a deep-level diagram taking the hybrid orbital
glarge neutratity level.Enp ?s the reference [5] in
Fig. 7. It is clearly seen thai'Sehavior of the EL uhO nZ
levels are different from behavior of ELZ und pX-
center in AlGaAs whose positions remain the same for
different alloy compositions. Thus, although Hong rt
al. have mentione{1hat EL trap is DX-cenier like,-the
observed El and E/-a1e.mosi probably norrnui O""f
donors associated with l-band. ^
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